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TANCA MANNA PARK – Sardinia (Nuoro) 

 

Sardinia has always been considered a small continent. Endemic species and native biodiversity live 

this Island in the western Mediterranean Sea.  

Archaic expressions of Nuragic Civilization handed down and resist, a testament to their great 

quality. 

 

The “Origins and Nature” Park collects these elements in an innovative way, representing the 

contemporary identity of the Island. The town of Nuoro support the project with $ 3 million, financed 

by EU and Region of Sardinia. Sardinia: 1.6 million people over an area of 24.090 sq km. 

Largely pristine environment and the constant presence of the Nuragic architecture. 

This ancient native civilization begun in the 18th century BC and was ended in the 2nd century BC 

by Rome after a long period of fierce resistance. 

 

The Nuraghes are the most important megalithic architectures of pre-Roman Europe and still 

emerge today surrounded  by woods, bushes, pastures. Towers and remains of villages often lies 

near mysterious stone monuments dedicated to water, sky, sun, stars. More than 7,000 

archaeological sites show importance and uniqueness of this culture. After three thousand years it 

still represent a distinctive and powerful heritage. On the Island of farmers and shepherds many 

people live just like their forefathers, following the rhythm of nature; innovations and globalization 

have not affected so much the archaic essence of their lives.  

 

Living, or travelling, in Sardinia makes you feel the strong presence of Origins and Nature. Myths, 

Legends, Traditions, Music, Artistry, Gastronomy, are still alive and resist. Wide wild stretches, 

mountains, plateaus, coastlines, native flora and fauna thrive. This is the unique human and natural 

background where I imagined this plan. The goal is to redevelop an urban park to communicate 

globally Sardinian excellences. It differs from a traditional museum, that displays only past objects, to 

become a Park of Identity. A place to appreciate the uniqueness of nuragic-contemporary living, 

innovative and sustainable. A place to learn about Culture, Environment, Life and Economy through 

architecture, archeology, senses, images, foods, exclusively with local materials and fragments of 

real life.  

 

The park is located in Nuoro , the inner Island’s most important city, where historically these values 

are still preserved. Currently in a state of neglect , Tanca Manna Park is a natural and archeological 

landmark, under the State Dept. for Archeology tutelage. Native vegetation, water, rocks, air, light 

are matrix elements deeply imprinting the Origins and Nature plan. The City Council of Nuoro, owner 

of the area, announced the international design competition BI.SU in 2011. "Origins and Nature" won 

the 1st prize and the task for further planning levels. City Council (2012) and State Dept. for 

Archeology (2013) approved the preliminary draft. The project is founded on the excavation of the 

nuragic village, the restoration of landscape (primeval forest), the open pavilion architecture 

(Corridor), the regeneration of  water cycle (biological pool - fountains – falls and rainwater pool), the 

glades (parking lot – events and children area), the paths, Sardinian identity-based management 

(foods, traditions, environment). Architecture and nature are radically integrated. Visitors perceive 

only water and stone. Archetypes: Sardinian native Architecture and Primeval Nature. Conceive a 

contemporary-native Architecture, overruling all the past non-native building styles. Restore the 

pristine environment as it appeared before human intervention. Inspire primordial memories, 

experiences of unconscious, sense of community.  Identify new models of sustainable living, closer 

to earth and nature. Materials: Simple, recyclable, removable, permeable, partly ephemeral. 

Corridor: The park’s main entrance is a sensorial and visual path dedicated to the project’s main 

issues. Unconventional and contemporary reformulation of the so-called corridor-shaped 

protonuraghe - steel structures, stones, air, water, light, beaten earth floor.  

 

Visitors feel like staying inside a nuraghe: cold, hot, dark, light, wind, earth, fire, water. Sustainability 

comes as an osmosis of ancient concepts and advanced technology. Primeval forest, glades: native 

plants, water, beaten earth, sand. The native plants are selected and planted after an accurate 

agronomic and botanical research. Biological pool is an eco-friendly technology. The park exhibits 

contemporary life linked to the ancient native culture and nature. 

 


